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Abstract

Elastomeric liners are commonly worn between the prosthetic socket and the

limb. A number of improvements to the state of the art of liner technology

are required to address outstanding problems. A liner that conforms to the

residuum more accurately, may improve the skin health at the stump-socket

interface. Previous work has shown that for effective thermal management of

the socket environment, an active heat removal system is required, yet this

is not available. Volume tracking of the stump could be used as a diagnostic

tool for looking at the changes that occur across the day for all users, which

depend on activity level, position, and the interaction forces of the prosthetic

socket with the limb. We believe that it would be advantageous to embed

these devices into a smart liner, which could be replaced and repaired more

easily than the highly costly and labour-intensive custom-made socket. This

paper presents the work to develop these capabilities in soft material tech-

nology, with: the development of a printable nanocomposite stretch sensor
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system; a low-cost digital method for casting bespoke prosthetic liners; a

liner with an embedded stretch sensor for growth / volume tracking; a model

liner with an embedded active cooling system.

The word count for this article is 5473.

Keywords: prosthetic liner, additive manufacture, soft materials, volume

tracking, active cooling, nanocomposite

1. Introduction1

Elastomeric liners are commonly worn between socket and limb by pros-2

thetic wearers. This is due to their superior skin adhesion, load distribution3

and their ability to form a seal. Laboratory tests suggest that elastomeric4

liners allow reduced shear stress on the skin and give a higher cushioning5

effect on bony prominences, since they are soft in compression, and similar6

to biological tissues [1]. However, they also increase perspiration reducing7

hygiene and increasing skin irritations. Prosthetic users in general face a myr-8

iad of dermatological problems associated with lower limb prosthesis such as9

ulcers, cysts, and contact dermatitis, which are exacerbated by the closed10

environment of a fitted socket where perspiration is trapped and bacteria11

can proliferate [2].12

To combat these problems, overheating needs to be addressed. Previous13

work has shown that for effective thermal management of the socket environ-14

ment, an active heat removal system is required [3], yet this is not available.15

Added to this - liners are not currently designed specifically to fit an in-16

dividual. It is thought that a smart liner that could conform to the residuum17
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more accurately, may improve the skin health at the stump-socket interface,18

and improve topological tracking potential.19

A smart liner that can monitor stress states at the stump-socket interface20

could also help inform re-fit schedules, especially for children. This could be21

used as a diagnostic tool for monitoring the changes that occur across the22

day for all users, which depend on activity level, position, and the interaction23

forces of the prosthetic socket with the limb. To retain the comfort properties24

of the liner, this would require sensors to be mechanically similar to the liner25

body, ie. flexible and pliable, and also thin.26

Additive manufacturing is a promising technology to develop a smart27

liner. It has seen great advances over the past few decades, addressing the28

need for customisation and efficient one-off production. The technology has29

mostly been developed for rigid materials. One reason for this is that layer30

by layer printing requires the printed object and its support structure to31

bear the weight of the following layers. This simply won’t work for very low32

modulus elastomers we require without warping of the geometry. Another33

problem with this approach for elastomers is the cure time of elastomer resins34

are measured in minutes even for the most rapid. This would mean long waits35

between layers to allow for the molecular crosslinking required to maintain36

elasticity.37

This paper presents the work we are doing to develop a smart liner38

through additive manufacture of a soft material technology. The work we39

present comprises:40

� The development of a 3D printed nanocomposite stretch sensor system;41

� A digital method for casting bespoke prosthetic liners;42
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� A liner with an embedded stretch sensor for growth / volume tracking;43

� A model liner with an embedded active cooling system.44

2. Background45

2.1. The stump-socket interface - sensing & cooling46

The distribution of interface stresses between the residual limb and pros-47

thetic socket of a transtibial amputee has been considered as a direct indi-48

cator of the socket quality fit and comfort. Therefore, researchers have been49

interested in quantifying these interface stresses in order to evaluate the50

extent of any potential damage caused by the socket to the residual limb tis-51

sues [4]. Ferreira et al report a carbon nanotube (CNT) and polyvinylidene52

defluoride (PVDF) composite capable of measuring the interface pressure53

within prosthetic stump/sockets [5] . Capacitive sensors have been success-54

fully made using conductive silicone for measuring pressure and shear stresses55

simultaneously at the stump-socket interface of lower-limb amputees [6, 7],56

which is part of the Tri-Axial Pressure and Shear Sensor System (TRIPS)57

for the stump/socket interface. Wheeler et al have developed an elastomeric58

liner with sixteen integrated pressure and shear sensors, along with neces-59

sary wiring and data acquisition electronics. The sensors measure three-axis60

pressures using optical emitter/detector pairs coupled with transparent and61

opaque elastomeric layers [8]. Williams et al previously put forward some62

concepts for a smart liner, which the work presented here builds upon [9].63

These approaches however involve embedded discrete sensors. While appli-64

cable for pressure and shear sensing, for stretch sensing they would need to65

be larger, and would affect the mechanical properties of the liner.66
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Abbood et al produced a review of thermal assessment for prostheses67

[10], and concluded that new materials are needed for liners to eliminate the68

abnormal thermal environment of the limb, and new cooling methods are69

required to achieve this. Klute et al originally suggested that silicone liners70

could be modified to increase conductivity to transfer heat away from limb71

[11]. In response to this, Williams et al investigated various constructions72

of thermally conductive silicone, perforated silicone and plain silicone in test73

liners. They found that no scenario performed better than the plain silicone74

liner. They concluded that passive solutions are unlikely to affect dissipation75

of heat as the limb is still enclosed in the socket, therefore active thermal76

discomfort solutions are needed [3]. Hans et al presented a cooling device77

based on heat pipes embedded in the socket which deliver the heat to a78

compact heat sink outside the socket. A small fan was used to remove heat79

from the heat sink [12]. Additional updates were also published for their80

work to include an automatic control scheme [13]. Webber et al presented81

a prosthetic socket containing cooling channels and modeled the resulting82

cooling, concluding that channeled cooling could be beneficial to the socket83

environment [14].84

2.2. Stretch Sensors85

The most common transduction techniques used in flexible strain sensing86

are based on capacitive, piezoresistive, thermoresistive, inductive, piezoelec-87

tric, magnetic and optical methods - the intrinsic principles associated with88

these techniques have their own advantages and disadvantages, which are89

well established [15] [16]. More recently, very soft and stretchable sensors90

have also been developed using novel materials such as conductive fabrics91
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and hyperelastic nanocomposites.92

The advantage of resistive flexible sensors are their relative simplicity93

and stability for large strain in excess of 100%, however they tend to be94

highly non-linear and hysteretic. The two most common complex behaviours95

being relaxation time and the resistance spikes associated with fast changes96

in strain rate [15]. There are two major mechanisms by which piezoresistive97

behaviour is useful for stretch sensing to be achieved. These are: (1) by98

doping an elastomer matrix with a conductive filler of some kind - this is99

primarily a nanoscale effect; and (2) by constructing a conductive pathway100

which undergoes a significant enough geometrical change under stretch that101

the resistance also changes - this is primarily a macroscale effect.102

For the first type, a polymer with low Young’s modulus, such as Poly-103

dimethylsiloxane (PDMS), rubber or silicone is used as a matrix with a104

conductive filler such as metal nanoparticles or carbon allotropes. When105

the ratio of filler to matrix content is above the percolation threshold, the106

composite material will conduct electricity. When the material is stretched,107

the gaps of insulating matrix between adjacent conductive particles changes.108

This reduces the number of possible electron tunneling pathways that can109

be used, thus increasing the electrical resistance. Fabrication of this type110

has been achieved with liquid-exfoliated graphene and natural rubber [17];111

3D-Graphene foam amalgam with PDMS [18]; silver nanostructures within112

styrene–butadiene–styrene (SBS) [19]; graphene nano-flakes [20]. Investiga-113

tions using double walled carbon nanotubes (CNTs) with polyvinyl alcohol114

using water, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and N-Methyl-2-Pyrrolidone (NMP)115

as solvents have been performed by Khan et al [21]. Dang et al have ex-116
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plored various electrically percolative composites of thermoplastic elastomers117

(TPE) filled with different concentrations of CNTs, carbon black (CB) and118

(CNT–CB) hybrid fillers [22]. Percolation of Multi Walled CNTs (MWCNT)-119

PDMS composite films and similar CNT-PDMS composites have been in-120

vestigated [23] [24]. The mechanics of serpentine structures for stretchable121

structures, often applied to these sensor geometries has been thoroughly ex-122

plored by Lu et al [25] .123

124

For the second type of piezoresistive sensor, a geometrical change is125

achieved in a conductive material. This can be a simple change as in a126

highly conductive liquid in a fluidic channel whose length increases and cross-127

sectional area decreases, or it could be a much more complex change, as in128

the change in structure of a stretchable fabric constructed with conductive129

yarn. In the latter case, as the textile is stretched and relaxed, different130

parts of the weave come into contact with each other, making discrete path-131

way changes on the scale of the weft and weave, that will seem continuous132

on the fabric-scale. Fabrication of this type has been achieved with: room133

temperature ionic liquid (RTIL) microchannel networks [26]; Galium-Indium134

based fluidic channels [27]; thin gold films in silicone with eutectic liquid135

metal [28]; conductive textiles [29] [30]. In our previous paper we investi-136

gated the calibration method for commercially available conductive fabrics137

and a carbon black-rubber composite [31].138

139

The following sections lay out the work this paper presents starting with140

Section 3 outlining some material choices. Section 4 describes the sensor141
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development & calibration. Section 5 describes the digital method for fabri-142

cating bespoke socket liners. Section 6 describes the embedding of a stretch143

sensor in a bespoke liner. Section 7 describes the active cooling liner system144

development, followed by discussion and conclusions.145

3. Materials146

PDMS is widely used in a number of applications due its low cost, excel-147

lent elastic and optical properties, and biocompatibility [32]. Many authors148

have investigated the potential use of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) as a149

substrate for active doping agents in order to create strain sensors [32] [23]150

[33]. It is also curable in less than 20 minutes when heat is applied, which is151

advantageous for experimental printing work. We used Sylgard 184 PDMS,152

which is supplied as a 2-part liquid epoxy that cures to a flexible silicone153

transparent elastomer. It was prepared by thorough mixing of Part A and154

Part B in a 10:1 ratio by weight.155

Silicone rubbers are used extensively for sensor applications as both hous-156

ing and as an inert substrate for active doping agents, for example [28] [34]157

[35] [26]. A range of elastic moduli are available, and skin-like properties158

are possible. The ecoflex range of silicones are commonly used platinum159

catalysed silicones. Ecoflex 0030 Silicone rubber is prepared by 1:1 mixing160

of Part A and Part B by weight The mixture is thoroughly stirred manually,161

and then degassed until no more bubbles arise from the mixture, at which162

point it is left to cure at room temperature for 4 hours.163

Carbopol 940 is a highly mechanically stable hydrogel with the advantage164

that it can be rapidly thinned to a viscosity similar to water on contact with a165
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phosphate buffer solution. Hinton et al in 2016 used Carbopol gel as a stable166

support bath for printing silicone structures [36]. The Carbopol 940 gel is167

prepared by mixing 100ml of water with 1.2g of Carbopol 940 and thoroughly168

stirring. 0.1ml of NaOH is then added to create a gel. This is then degassed169

in a degasser until no more bubbles are offgased from the mixture. The gel170

is then stored at room temperature in a sealed beaker.171

Explorations of CNT based composites are found in [21] [24] [23]. The172

percolation threshold for MWCNTs and elastomer substrates was found from173

the literature to be above 7% [22]. When the percentage of MWCNTs is174

increased higher than 20%, the elastic properties were found to be severely175

restricted. The MWCNTs for these experiments were supplied by Sigma-176

Aldrich, and are 50-90 nm diameter, ≥95% carbon basis.177

4. Sensor Development178

Based on the literature discussed in Section 2, we devised a sensor devel-179

opment approach using doped elastomers, which could be printed directly,180

and have similar mechanical properties to the original liner.181

4.1. MWCNT - PDMS Formulations182

We conducted initial experiments exploring percolation threshold and the183

use of solvents as a thinning agent for mixing and printability. Testing con-184

centrations were set at 10% and 15% for mechanical mixing of MWCNTs185

and PDMS. The prototype composites were prepared by mixing MWCNTs186

with solvents and PDMS. Two concentrations of MWCNTs were tested -187

10wt% and 15wt%. For both concentrations, four different solvents were188
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tested: tetrahydrofuran (THF), isopropanol (IPA), hexane (HEX) and chlo-189

roform (CHL). 7.5ml of each solvent was placed in a test tube for 10wt%190

concentration and 11ml for 15wt%. MWCNTs were added to each solvent,191

1g for 10wt% and 1.5g for 15wt%. 10ml of Sylgard 184 base was added to192

each sample and stirred by hand for 10 minutes. They were then all placed193

in a sonicator at 30 ◦C for an hour. After removing test tubes from the194

sonicator they were placed on a Starlab tube roller for 2 hours. The curing195

agent was then added in a 10 (base) :1 (curing agent) ratio by weight. Com-196

posites were stirred by hand for 3 minutes and placed on the tube roller for197

another 15 minutes before pouring into syringes ready to be printed. The198

six nanocomposite formulations were then manually syringed into 10cm pre-199

prepared ecoflex sensor bodies, and left to cure. The sensor bodies were200

fabricated in the method described in Section 7.1. The results seen in Table201

1 were obtained from the sensors by measuring the resistance at 0% strain202

and 100% strain by connecting the sensor ends to a handheld multimeter.203

Where n/a is noted for various tested composites this indicates that the204

tested samples were not found to be conductive. From these initial exper-205

iments, the CNT/CHL15 was selected as the formulation to continue with206

and refine a printing method based upon it, due to it producing the lowest207

resistance values (and therefore highest conductivity) in the group.208

4.2. Sensor Printing Method209

A diagram of the sensor printing method can be seen in the graphical ab-210

stract (GA). 12cm x 12cm petridishes were first sprayed with silicone mould211

removal spray and left to dry for 5 minutes. 5ml of Ecoflex 0030 was then212

prepared and syringed into a petridish - GA(f). The dish is then placed213
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ρ@0% Strain Res@0%Strain Res@100%Strain

CNT/THF15 5.8 Ω.m 2.1MΩ 2.8MΩ

CNT/IPA15 28.6 Ω.m 10.3MΩ 11.6MΩ

CNT/HEX15 n/a n/a n/a

CNT/CHL15 1.4 Ω.m 0.5MΩ 0.9MΩ

CNT/THF10 n/a n/a n/a

CNT/IPA10 n/a n/a n/a

CNT/HEX10 n/a n/a n/a

CNT/CHL10 n/a n/a n/a

Table 1: Initial resistivity and resistance values for tested compounds using channel print-

ing method

on the printbed in a position marked that corresponds with the toolpath for214

this print. The G-code required editing prior to printing, this was done using215

RapR3D Visual G-Code Editor, in order that the travel paths do not intersect216

the extrusion paths at any z-position. The g-code lowers the nanocomposite217

loaded syringe to a height such that the tip is submerged in the uncured218

silicone - GA(g), and extrudes the sensor geometry -GA(h,i). When the ex-219

trusion is complete, the printer retracts the syringe to stop extrusion and220

rises out of the petridish. A finished batch can be seen in Figure 1.221

4.3. Stretch Sensor Calibration222

Stretch sensors here are defined as measuring the in-plane strain of a de-223

sired surface. With these sensors, large strain calibration is difficult due to224

the highly non-linear behaviour found in these materials. A summary of the225

method used is given here, a full description of this calibration method can226
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Figure 1: A finished batch of 1D sensors printed on the Hyrel Printer: CNT-PDMS

nanocomposite printed into ecoflex 0030 substrate
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be found in our previous paper by Oldfrey et al [31], where we developed the227

method using commercially available materials. Long short term memory228

recurrent neural networks (LSTMs) were chosen in part due to their ability229

to learn behaviour in the time domain, and therefore the time-dependent230

hysteresis found in these materials.231

232

The network architecture used for these sensors comprises an input layer233

followed by 3 layers of 270 LSTM cells followed by a single linear layer which234

maps the final recurrent layer to a single output layer via further weighted235

& biased matrix multiplication. Oversampling was performed onboard the236

Arduino for improved resolution. Noise handling using 5th order butterworth237

filters on inputs and outputs, data augmentation using Gaussian noise [37]238

and regularisation using dropout [38] were all implemented to aid the learning239

algorithm - for further details, please refer to Oldfrey et al [31]. The weights240

and biases of the 4 networked layers were trained by gradient descent using241

Adaptive Moment Estimation that computes adaptive learning rates for each242

parameter [39]. The loss function used in this method is assessed by calcu-243

lating the root mean squared error (RMSE) of the set of batch predictions244

vs the actual strain measurements tracked with the webcam.245

4.3.1. Calibration Results246

This calibration process was repeated over three identical printed sensors,247

achieving similar results. Full details for one example printed sensor is now248

given. The sensor was clamped as can be seen in Figure 2 and connected to249

the Analogue Signal Processing (ASP) circuit, then manually stretched and250

relaxed for ∼15 minutes under the webcam, producing ∼27500 data points251
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Figure 2: Single 1D CNT-Ecoflex Sensor placed in copper clamps and ready for red dot

tracking. This would be connected via crocodile clips to the Analogue Signal Processing

circuit to send data to the Arduino

of strain vs resistance. This material, in the serpentine geometry it was252

printed in, behaved in a more linear manner than the proprietary materials253

calibrated in Oldfrey et al [31]. This is seen in Figure 3(a) where three stretch254

and relax cycles for each sensor with three different rates are depicted in red,255

blue and green, as examples to show the differing hysteretic behaviour at256

varying strainrates. Figure 3(b) shows the output of the webcam correlated257

with the measured electrical resistance in each case showing that the rates258
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as quantified in Figure 3(c). The rate of change of resistance for each case259

is shown in Figure 3(d) which was used as an input for the LSTM neural260

network. To note, the unit of time for the data shown in this paper is given261

in 30−1sec, which is the framerate of the video capture.262

The datasets were used to train the LSTM architecture for around 14263

hours following an automated training schedule until the error did not im-264

prove further. The correlation between measured strain and resistance of the265

training data sets can be seen in where the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) was266

7.48%.267

Figure 4(a) shows the unseen test data sets that correlates measured268

resistance with measured strain. Using only the resistance data and the re-269

sistance gradient data as inputs for the trained LSTM resulted in predicted270

strain of the flexible sensor with an MAE for the test set was 9.04%strain.271

Figures 4(b) shows the comparison between predicted and measured strain.272

The error distribution can be seen in Figures 4(c). The Pearson correlation273

coefficient of predicted vs actual strain for the test set was 0.99. These mark274

an increase of 0.23 compared to the correlation of raw resistance vs actual275

strain, which was 0.76 respectively. These correlations, yet similar MAEs are276

due to the very different strain range that the CNT-Ecoflex Sensors exhibit.277

When the error is calculated as a percentage of the full scale of the range of278

measurement (Full Scale Error FSE), we find an error of 4.68%range, show-279

ing the superiority of the printed sensors, over the commercially available280

materials previously tested.281
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Figure 3: Strain & electrical resistance behaviour of the CNT Composite Sensor during

stretching; (a) versus change in normalised resistance; (b) strain versus time; (c) change

in rate versus time; (d) normalised resistance versus time. (time given in 30−1sec, which

is the framerate of the video capture)

5. 3D Printed Mould for Bespoke Socket Liner from 3D Scan Data282

This section describes the workflow process that was developed for pro-283

ducing the printable mould geometry of the user’s bespoke liner, using the284

Rhino CAD software package. The patient is a 10 year old child user of a285

transfemoral prosthesis. A 3D scan of the user’s residual limb was taken286

using a handheld 3D scanner at Stanmore Royal National Orthopaedic Hos-287

pital. Using the Rhino CAD software package, the scan file was then sliced288

to isolate the leg portion, and some artefacts present in the mesh from a289

fabric covering the residual limb were removed. The fabric sleeve was used290

to improve the reflective properties of the surface of the leg. The cleaned up291

mesh model of the residual limb can be seen in Figure 5. It is this digital292
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Figure 4: CNT Composite Sensor real-time test predictions and errors:(a) electrical re-

sistance and correlated strain of unseen test set versus time; (b) unseen test set error

distribution; (c) Measured strain versus predicted strain for unseen test set. (time given

in 30−1sec, which is the framerate of the video capture)

shape that is used to produce a bespoke fitting liner that conforms perfectly293

to the user’s leg on the inner surface. The outer surface of the liner is defined294

by 2mm thick in the transverse plane, smoothly expanding to 10mm thick295

at the distal end (coronal/sagittal plane). The thicknesses of commercially296

available non-bespoke socket liners vary and are chosen by personal prefer-297

ence, these values were suggested by the prosthetist team at Stanmore, as298

well as being scaled down by 5% in the transverse plane of the limb, with no299

scaling in the longitudinal direction, to aid in fit.300

The distal end portion of the object was selected, which can be seen in301
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Figure 5: The cleaned up geometry of the distal end of the residual limb. The mesh has

been reduced in complexity to aid computation.

Figure 6 (a). It was then stretched by 8mm in the z-axis (orthogonal to302

the transverse plane) which can be seen in Figure 6 (b). It was then offset303

in the outward direction evenly in all axes by 2mm. This can be seen in304

Figure 6 (c), highlighted against the original inner mesh to show the final305

liner geometry that is being aimed at. These two surfaces were then used to306
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Figure 6: The process of producing the outer geometry: (a) Control points of a duplicate

mesh are (shown in yellow) selected and activated across the distal end, (b) The control

point selected are all stretched longitudinally by 8mm, (c) The control points of the distal

end are then deselected and the whole mesh surface is offset in the outward direction by

2mm across the whole surface. This results in two meshes - the original inner mesh of the

residual limb and a new mesh that is extended by 10mm at the distal end, and grades

smoothly to 2mm across the rest of the surface of the liner.

create a printable mould in the next steps.307

In order to make a usable mould, we then split the outer mould in the308

transverse plane with an arbitrarily irregular conal surface roughly 10cm from309

the proximal end. This is in order to make the outer mould removable, so310

we can remove the set silicone liner. The outer mould was then split again311

with another irregular plane. These irregular slices also allow exact locking312

together for casting the liner in the correct position. Four connecting simple313

struts were then added to connect the proximal portion of the outer mould314

to the inner mould, which are visible in the top view of the final mould which315

can be seen in Figure 7.316
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Figure 7: The solid printable mould sections: (a) Front view, (b) Top View. The 2

removable outer sections can be seen. The inner section, stays attached to third outer

section, at the proximal end of the liner. These stay attached in order to maintain the

correct alignment between the surfaces when casting in silicone

These three mould sections were then printed on the Ultimaker 3 Ex-317

tended 3D Printer, using PLA plastic. The mould sections were then locked318

together and sealed with standard tape. The initial test liner was set using319

Ecoflex 0030 Silicone Epoxy. This is an equal two-part epoxy with volume320

requirement estimated from the digital geometry, and degassed in order to321

remove the bubbles for 20 minutes. The sealed mould was then filled and left322

to set for 5 hours at room temperature. After this time, the silicone liner was323

very carefully released from the mould, which can be seen in Figure 8(a).324

6. Embedding a sensor in the bespoke liner325

A pre-fabricated 1D sensor was then embedded in the bespoke liner by326

placing it in the mould prior to recasting the liner. This was done by327

drilling holes through the outer mould, at points measured to match the328
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Figure 8: (a) The produced basic bespoke liner; (b) The bespoke liner mould with holes

drilled through to hold the sensor in place; (c) On the left - the printed inner mould, on

the right - the circumferential tracking sensor embedded within the bespoke liner, with

stretchable copper wire ribbon; (d) Red dot tracking placement on the exterior of the

sensor embedded bespoke socket liner placed underneath the webcam for tracking and

strain capture for calibration.

sensor length. The connecting elastic ribbon wires from the sensors were329

then pushed through the holes as shown in Figure 8(b) and sealed over with330

putty to stop the silicone from leaking out during the process. The mould331

was then filled, and left to set for 4 hours producing the growth tracking liner332

shown in Figure 8(c).333

6.1. Embedded Sensor Calibration334

Once the sensor embedded liner was created, the calibration process was335

completed following the same method as previously used for the 1D sensor336
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experiments, described in Section 4.3. The liner was removed from the mould337

and placed on to a raised level surface in order to keep the liner at a set338

distance from the webcam. It was attached to the same circuit used by339

the previous 1D CNT-Ecoflex sensors. It was tracked by attaching 2 red340

tracking dots to the exterior of the liner, as seen in Figure 8(d), as with the341

1D experiment data collections the orientation of the liner is not important,342

only the measured distance between the red dots. The sensor was manually343

stretched and relaxed for ∼15 minutes under the webcam, producing a large344

set of data points of strain vs resistance. The sensor stretching is done by345

hand allowing a complex range of strainrates to be encorporated into the346

training data, well representing real world strain behaviour347

A crucial difference in the training here is rather than begin training with348

an untrained neural net, ie. with randomly assigned values in the weights ma-349

trix, for this application training, we begin with a trained net that achieved350

the best results from the 1D experiments, that produced from CNT-Ecoflex351

Sensor 2. This was then re-trained on the dataset collected from the liner352

sensor. The results seen in Figure 9, were achieved in less than an hour.353

The correlation between measured strain and resistance of the training data354

set can be seen in Figure 9(a). The resulting predictions fitting the training355

data set can be seen in Figure 9(c), where the Mean Absolute Error (MAE)356

was 13.1% strain, translating to a Full Scale Error of 7.75%, and the error357

distribution can be seen in Figure 9(b). Good predictive ability can be seen358

for most of the training set, however some periods of the training set are sig-359

nificantly worse. This is assumed to be because of the electrode attachment360

points which are more susceptible to resistance effects compared to the sepa-361
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rate 1D calibration which used the fabricated flat clamp connections, which362

are much more stable.363

Figure 9: CNT-Ecoflex Sensor embedded in Liner training data predictions and errors:

(a) electrical resistance and correlated strain of training set versus time; (b) training set

error distribution; (c) Measured strain versus predicted strain for training set

Figure 10 (a) shows the unseen test data that correlates measured resis-364

tance with measured strain. Using only the resistance data and the resistance365

gradient data as inputs for the trained net, this resulted in predicted strain of366

the flexible sensor with an MAE for the test set was 15.9 %strain, translating367

to a Full Scale Error of 9.40%range. Figure 10(b) shows the comparison be-368

tween predicted and measured. The error distribution can be seen in Figure369

10(b). The correlation of predicted vs actual for the test set was 0.89, an370

increase of 0.29 compared to the correlation of raw resistance vs actual, as371

the correlation was only 0.60 for this material - a highly significant increase.372
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Figure 10: CNT-Ecoflex Sensor embedded in Liner test data predictions and errors: (a)

electrical resistance and correlated strain of training set versus time; (b) test set error

distribution; (c) Measured strain versus predicted strain for test set

6.2. Stress Measurement373

In order to assess the capability of the embedded stretch sensor to mea-374

sure in-plane stress occurring at the stump-liner-socket interface, the stress375

applied for varying strains of the sensor was measured. The sensor was elon-376

gated to incremental strain, and the force was measured in Newtons using a377

RS Pro Force Scale. These measured forces were then converted to kiloPas-378

cals (kPa) via the formula:379

380

Stress(kPa) = (1000∗force(N))
(cross−sectionalarea(mm2)

381

where the area of the sensor body was found to be 27mm2.382

In Figure 11 can be seen the stress-strain curve for the liner CNT-silicone383

stretch sensor showing a range of stress measurement of 0-274kPa over a384
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Figure 11: The stress-strain curve for the liner CNT-silicone stretch sensor showing a

range of stress measurement of 0-274kPa over a strain range of 0-200%
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strain range of 0-200%.385

7. Active Cooling System386

In this section, we demonstrate the fabrication of an embedded active387

cooling system for socket liners. It comprises a single unbroken fluidic channel388

that enters the liner from the proximal edge and travels directly to the distal389

end of the cylindrical section of the liner and then traverses the circumference390

of the liner back and forth rising until it exits the liner adjacent to the entry391

point. For this proof of concept prototype, we have used a scaled down392

miniliner.393

The first stage of fabricating is to make a sheet matching the length394

and circumference of the cylindrical section of the miniliner, containing the395

channel structure. First an acrylic shallow mould measuring 220x120x4mm396

was constructed.397

7.1. Fluidic Channel Printing Method398

A diagram of the fluidic channel printing method can be seen in the399

graphical abstract. The shallow mould was first sprayed with silicone mould400

removal spray and left to dry for 5 minutes. Ecoflex was syringed into the401

mould to a depth of 1mm and left to cure for 1 hour - GA(j). The usual402

advertised curing time is 4 hours, however in this high surface area configu-403

ration, the cure time is much less and a fully cured non-tacky surface is not404

necessary to continue with the rest of the process. It is also assumed that405

the following layers will bond most effectively before a full cure is achieved.406

No delamination between silicone layers has been observed with ecoflex 0030.407
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A syringe of Carbopol gel was loaded in to the printer, and the channel ge-408

ometry is printed on the surface of the silicone layer - GA(k). Silicone was409

then syringed printed over the Carbopol geometry to fill in the remaining410

channel depth layer plus a further 1mm thick layer to seal the channels -411

GA(l). After curing, the sheet was removed from the mould. After bathing412

and syringing the phosphate buffer solution through the channels, any left413

over remnants of the re-liquified gel was evaporated from the channels by414

putting on a heatbed at 100 ◦C for 2 hours - GA(m).415

7.2. Mini Cooling Liner Fabrication416

The second stage is the production of the rest of the miniliner. A mould417

was designed in Rhino, and can be seen in Figure 12(a). It was printed on418

the Ultimaker 2 FDM printer.419

The two sections of the outer mould are carefully taped together. 3mm420

silicone tubing was inserted into each channel opening, and was then wrapped421

around the inner mould and inserted into the outer mould after filling with422

ecoflex 0030. The inner mould was secured in place for curing. A basic423

control miniliner was also cast.424

As seen in Figure 12(b), the tubing was then attached to a 120x40x12mm425

aluminium heatsink and a 5V mini pump and the system was filled and sealed426

with water(+ some blue dye for demonstration), .427

The control and cooling liner were then placed in front of a Testo 875-1i428

thermal camera to show the thermal behaviour. A snapshot of this cooling429

can be seen in Figure 12(d). The intake to the liner is seen to be blue,430

leading to the lower cooling rings being coolest, increasing in temperature431

as the cooling fluid flows upwards and the outtake is seen as bright pink432
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indicating the active removal of heat from the system. This study is very433

preliminary - further testing is needed to assess the cooling potential.434

Figure 12: a)The CAD design of a mould for the casting of a testing miniliner created in

Rhino; (b)Image of the cooling liner with pump and heatsink; (c)The cooling liner placed

back in section of the mould to be held up right; (d) Image of the mini cooling liner filled

with hot water showing cooling effect when compared to a basic liner. Heat removal is

observed with the outtake pipe
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8. Discussion435

Development of a printable nanocomposite stretch sensor sys-436

tem. These printed sensors are a development from our previous work cali-437

brating commercially available sensors in Oldfrey et al [31]. Materially, the438

CNT-Ecoflex is most similar to the Adafruit rubber (being made of carbon439

nanoparticles and rubber) tested in that paper, however the CNT-Ecoflex440

sensors had two key differences: These were (a) the active pathway was441

printed in a serpentine wave pattern as opposed to just a straight line, and442

(b) it was encapsulated in an elastic substrate of lesser stiffness. The wave443

pattern results in a reduction of the overall molecular strain across the entire444

sensor, by allowing transverse strain to occur in place of strain parallel to445

the bulk strain direction. It is assumed that this overall reduction in bulk446

strain to the active sensor body reduces the nonlinearity of the sensor, which447

is shown by the comparison between the Pearson Correlation Coefficient of448

the raw training results of the adafruit rubber - our CNT-Ecoflex sensors449

have an average of 0.73 compared to 0.60. The macrostructural simplicity450

of the sensor still allows good learning of behaviour, even at much larger451

strains compared to the commercial materials. The CNT-Ecoflex sensors452

show themselves to be superior to when we look at the Full Scale Error, the453

lowest achieved was 4.68 %range, compared to 7.17%range achieved with the454

Techniktex 1D Sensor and 9.53%range for the Adafruit rubber sensor [31].455

The wave pattern is assumed to have aided this accuracy over an extended456

range.457

A digital method for casting bespoke prosthetic liners. A method458

for the fabrication of a bespoke liner has been demonstrated, and a liner was459
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produced with bespoke dimensions and geometry. Such a liner would now460

need to be trialed on the user directly to further assess the fit and comfort.461

It is clear however that this liner produced is very basic in its structure,462

modern liners generally comprise multiple materials adding various structural463

and mechanical properties, such as fabrics and internal stretch limiting in the464

longitudinal axis, as well as interfacing points with the prosthetic socket. The465

liner produced represents a starting point to creating bespoke liner geometries466

for the future.467

A liner with an embedded stretch sensor for growth / volume468

tracking. The sensor was successfully embedded in the liner, however im-469

provements need to be made to make this a useful approach for outside the470

lab, the electrode placement still presented noise, and could be improved to471

stabilise the sensor signal. When filling, the moulding method resulted in472

bubbles still trapped in the liner (only for the sensor-embedded liner), so473

improving the insertion method for pouring the silicone in to the mould and474

degassing in a state that would allow trapped air to escape more effectively475

is needed.476

What we have shown is the potential use of this system to measure circum-477

ferential change in a liner, which could be applied to any sensor placement.478

The sensor placement here is an estimation of the midpoint of the longitudinal479

axis of the liner. Future positioning may be beneficial either further towards480

the distal end of the liner, or placed to be outside of the socket at proximal481

end of the liner, where the limb freely expands. The study has shown the482

potential advantages in the use of pre-trained neural network models used483

as the starting point for various applications. The liner sensor embedded484
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here, as it was the same geometry as the previous 1D CNT-Ecoflex sensors485

produced, re-trained in a significantly reduced timeframe. Further experi-486

ments can be done to explore the nature of this transfer learning approach.487

Transfer learning could also be applied to re-training liners after damage, as488

the stresses placed on socket liners is high, and the robustness of the system489

must be considered.490

A model liner with an embedded active cooling system. This is491

an early stage of development of this system and needs more in-depth testing,492

particularly inside a socket, however we believe that the potential for active493

heat removal can be seen. The fluidic channel printing method is novel,494

and could be applied to other applications both inside liners or in other soft495

devices. Investigation into optimum channel geometries, and how they will496

affect the integrity of the liner is further work. The placement and connection497

to the heatsink is a difficult problem that also needs to be addressed. Further498

investigation into the potential robustness of the cooling system also needs499

to be addressed given the challenging in-socket environment.500

9. Conclusions501

In this paper we have demonstrated multiple novel methods aimed at the502

development of intelligent prosthetic liners. We have shown the formulation503

of a conductive elastomeric nanocomposite, and a method to print with it504

in elastic substrates in various geometries. We have shown the calibration505

of 1D stretch sensors printed with the nanocomposite using our previously506

published work. Further, we have shown a digital method for the casting of507

bespoke liners based on the scan of the residual limb, and we have shown a508
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further method for the embedding of sensors within that structure. We have509

also confirmed a novel method for the printing of fluidic channels and the510

fabrication of a model liner with an active cooling network within it.511

We hope that this ensemble of methods and results using soft materi-512

als to create active technologies encourages further exploration of embedded513

functions in prosthetic liners.514

In future work, we are looking to investigate the direct printing of elas-515

tomeric liners in 3D, along with the multi-material structures within them,516

and move forward to user testing of these devices.517
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